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ABSTRACT
In the SLAC Linear Collider Detector (SLD), u in most
high-energy particle detectors, the electromagnetic noise en
vironment is the limiting factor in electronic readout perfor
mance. Front-end electronics are particularly tosceptible to
electromagnetic interference (EMI), and great care has been
taken to minimize its effects. The transfer of preproceated
analog signals from the detector environs, to the remote dig
ital processing electronics, by conventional means (via metal
conductors), may ultimately limit the performance of the sys
tem. Because it is highly impervious to EMI and ground loops,
a fiber-optic medium has been chosen for the transmission of
these Bignnis. This paper describes several fiber-optic transmis
sion schemes which satisfy the requirements of the SLD analog
data transmission.

can couple 1.S2 (iW/nA typical into a 100/14D pM fiber-optic
cable. The HFBk-1203 coupled output optical power [Pr) is
related to the input voltage by:
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INTRODUCTION
The SLD systems require approximately 170,000 channels
of readout electronics. To reduce the cable plant to a reason
able size, it is necessary to multiplex the front-end electronics.
For systems such as the Drift Chamber and the Liquid Argon
Calorimeter, the data from up to 2S6 analog front-end chan
nels will be multiplexed onto a single fiber-optic link. The
transmission data rate is .67 MHz. As many as 33,000 pieces
of analog data will be transmitted per beam period, on a
single link, thereby amortizing its cost over many channels.
The required dynamic range of the transmission system is
12 bits (4096 : 1).
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Three analog data transmission schemes, based upon the
Hewlett-Packard HFBR series of fiber-optic components, have
been developed for use at SLD. The HFBR series consists of
low-cost, high-performance devices which satisfy the system
requirements for coise, dynamic range, and bandwidth. Each
or these schemes has been optimized for a particular parameter.
The first, optimized for maximum dynamic range, is based
upon a discrete transresistance preamplifier. This circuit has
demonstrated a dynamic range of >M bits for Sfft — 1 and a
full-scale output of 10 V. Linearity, however, is approximately
± 10% of reading over the operating range.
The second fiber-optic link described has been optimized
for best linearity. This circuit utilizes an integrated circuit
preamplifier with optical feedback for linearity correction and
stability improvement. The dynamic range has been measured
at >12 bits, with a full-scale output of 5 V. Measured linearity
is ± 0.5% of Teading over the operating range.
A third circuit has been optimized for cost/performance,
and takes advantage of the low-coat HFBR plastic series of
hybrid PIN diode/preamplifier package. The dynamic range

Fig. 1.

transmitt' circuit.
;

In this application, rVmu » *q- to 91 jiW for V „ .
The minimum coupled power is 2.8 : " for a dynamic range
of > 32 x 10 : 1. KT is a precision to: ^ratjre sensor (Micro
Switch TD2A) which compensates the aiusmitter's tempera
ture coefficient.
The fiber-optic loss, 0.17 db for 30 meters plus 1.5 db con
nector loss at the receiver, results in a received optics} power
(Pg) of 0.68 Pf.
The receiver circuit (Fig. 2) utilizes an HFBR-2207 PIN
diode. When reverse biased, the diode can be represented by
the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 3. The diode noise current
(tjv),' 9.8 fA/Hx" for the HFBR-2207, can be calculated
from:
tol
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where q = Electron charge = 1.6 x l O
Coulombs, ID =
Diode dark current = 300 x 10" A. R for this diode is about
1 0 n , which is much greater than R/, therefore, its noise
current contribution can be ignored. A measure or diode
noise performance is noise equivalent power (NEP) which is
defined by:
,2
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is >12 bits, with a maximum full-scale output of S V. Linearity
is ± 1% of reading. Because the cost/performance quotient is
lower and performance adequate for most applications, this
circuit is favored for use at SLD.
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OPTICAL LINK DETAILS
Wide Dynamic Range Circuit:
Figure 1 shows a simplified circuit diagram of the opti
cal link transmitter. This circuit, which consists of a volt
age to current amplifier and a HFBR-1203 optical transmitter.
'Work supported by the Department of Energy, contract
DE-AC03-76SF00515.
Fig. 2. Wide dynamic range receiver circuit.
Presented at the Nuclear Science Symposium and Symposium on Nuclear Power
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where J?> = diode port resnensitivily in ampcres/wati. In
thin Application., the minimum required bandwidth is 2 MHz
which resulis in the NEP equal to 36 pVV This is very smaii
compared io the minimum received signal or068 /Ymir.. which
is equal to 1.0 nW, It is concluded, therefore, that diode noise
is not a limiting factor in this design. Resistor J?/, to which
the diode is connected, generates a thermal noise {*?) equal ta
0.2 nA and is given by:
3

High linearity receiver circuit.

sum of a linear response and a nonlinear response. The non
linear responses are introduced as separate distortion inputs
(Pot and Ppi) at summing junctions 1 and 3. i.j ant: Lj
represent the transfer ratios of the cables, considering at
tenuation and the loss at the interfaces to the optica! re
ceivers. Tosirnplify the block diagram. K\ w Pj-iLiRp\R\ and
Ka = PrtLjRnRioi and PDI are multiplied by KI/PTI
and K3//V2, respectively (Fig 5b). R\ and J?j are adjusted,
such that Ko = K>. to compensate for the differences in the
current transfer of the two links, .ppi and Pm have oppo
site signs and will cancel for matched transmitter diodes. The
diagram may be further reduced to that or Fig. 5c. The ratio
of output current to input current is:
p

(1)

25

K,A
*1
1 + KoA

C

where K = Boltunan's constant = 1.38 x I 0 " Joule/ K,
7" • Room temp = 273*11, A / = System bandwidth = 2 MHi.
This ii (mill compared to 0.66/V
x Rp, which is approx
imately 0.7 nA. and "ill not contribute significantly to the
system noise. In this circuit, the amplifier input transistor de
termines the dynamic range of the system. The measured noise
i> 200 uV RMS, which results in a dynamic range of 50 - io .
Specifications for the system are given in Table 1.
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Table 1. Wide- Dynamic Ranee Optical Link
p

rat

SPECIFICATIONS
ANALOG SIGNAL RANGE = 0 - 10 V OUT
A„ = -l
T, = 225 RS
T; « 400 nS
NOISE = 200 »V RMS
DYNAMIC RANGE = 50.000: I FORS/N = I
LINEARITY = ±10 * of READING FROM 10 mV to 10 V
COST = S2S0/CHANNEL (1986)

High Linearity Circuit:
The transmitter circuit is identical to the circuit shown in
Fig. 1. Vre/, in this case, is such that S mA of quiescent
current flows through the optical transmitter diode.
An optical receiver circuit utilising optical feedback'* for
improved linearity is shown in Fig. 4. The amplifier is a wide
band FET input op amp (AD3SS4), which features a gainbandwidth product of 1.7 GHs, and is capable of driving ± 100
mA directly.
A simple model which describes the linearizing action of
the circuit Js shown in Fig. 5a. By superposition, the trans
mitter coupled power output (Pr) can be represented by the
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Fig. 5. High linearity receiver block diagram,
if A is large and K a Kj. The output voltage is scaled by Aj.
and the resulting overall voltage gain of the system ts:
t

" «si«*(«/i + *n)

*si(«n + iW

l
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Specifications for the system are given in Table 2.
Low-Cost Circuit:
The transmitter circuit (Fir.. 6) has some minor differ
ences from that previously described. The transmitter diode
is a HFBR-1404, which is housed in a low-cost plastic pack
age. This high-efficiency device is capable of launching 195
«tW maximum into a 100/140 JIM cable and has a transfer
ratio of 3.25 jtW/mA typical. In this application, the range
of coupled power {Pr) is from 16 *iW to SO atW. Manufac
turing variations in Pr are as high as ± 1S0S6 of the specified

Table 2. High Linearity Optical Link

HFBR 2 « 0 4
>>.

SPECIFICATIONS
ANALOG SIGNAL RANGE = O - S V OUT
A,»2
t = m nS

p-W*—•—VwV

HA 2519

9

*>

R

tp = ST* DS

NOISE = BQQpV RMS
DYNAMIC RANGE = 6250: 1 FOR S/N - I
LINEARITY = ±0 V% FROM 10 mVTOlV
TEMPERATURE STABILITY = 0 lV"C + 1°°C TO t W C
COST = MOD/CHANNEL (1986)
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Fig. 7

where BW
= minimum system bandwidth in Hz, U ~ rise
time (10-90 %) in sec, V| = 0,1 V, Vj - 0.9 V. Combining and
simplifying

LMJJa

mm
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Fig. 6.

The DC stability of the HFBR-2404 integrated preampli
fier, saveral mV/°C, would not normally be adequate for this
application. An adaptive auto--ero circuit, to improve DC
drift performance, consists of a SHM-IC-1, sample-and-hold,
in a postarnpliner feedback loop. During system deadtlme,
the sample-and-hold ia put into sample mode. The o'jt.—it
of the postamplifier ia compared to the reference voltage at
the negative input of the Bernple-and-hold. This difference is
driven to tero, due to the high, open-loop gain of the sampleand-hold input amplifier, regardless of the DC offset voltage
at the output of the HFBR-2404- A few microseconds before
data U t • be transmitted, the oample-and-hold is put into hold
mode. The DC correction voltage sieved on the sample capac
itor maintains the correction during the readout period. The
readout period is limited by the sample-and-hold droop.

w

where r = system time constant in set, I • settling time
to desired accuracy, v = instantaneous voltage at t in volts,
V = final voltage in volts, and
.35

W
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typical value. Factory screening or this parameter is avail
able at an increase in cost of 25%, and reduces the spread to
± 20%. This variation in ft- is primarily due to the alignment
of the integral optics and connector coupling repeatability. A
gain control is necessary to compensate for these variations.
The current source, U2, provides 5 mA of quiescent current to
the transmitter diode and is independent of the gain control.
The receiver (Fig. 7), a HFBR-2404, contains • discrete PIN
pholodtode and integrated low-noise preamplifier. This device
is also housed in a tow-cost plastic package. The leaponsiiivity [fy] of the HFBR-2404 is T mV/^W typical. Factory
screening of this parameter is also necessary. The minimum
detectable signal in the system is determined by noise, which
is a function of the system bandwidth. The minimum sys
tem bandwidth is determined by a readout rate and the step
response settling time to a given accuracy. Assuming a non
return to zero (NRTZ) data rate of l.S pS per analog sample
and a asttling time of 1.3 uS to 0.1%, the minimum system
bandwidth Is approximately .6 MHz. This b determined by:

.35

-J5in(j|xl0-»)
2.2 <

where A — settling accuracy in %• The noise voltage out (E/t)
for the HFBR-2404 Is 72 r V / H i " maximum at 25'C and
results in an output noise * 0.1 mV, for a 2 MHz system
bandwidth. The maximum near output swing is 500 mV,
which allows a dynamic range f 5000: 1. This sets the upper
bandwidth limit to 2 MHz, v. He the lower limit is .8 MHz.
To achieve the required noise id settling time performance,
the bandwidth is limited to ) I MHz by a low-pass Biter,
at the pcstamplifier output. The postamptifiec ia a HA-2539,
a low-cost, fast-settling (10 V step to 0.1 % in 200 as) oper
ational amplifier. Its nominal noninvertipggain, in the signal
path, is 11.

Low cost transmitter circuit.

'*(»-«

Low cost receiver circuit.

Periodic calibration of the system gain will be facilitated by
the use of a calibrate signal injected into the detector pream
plifiers. This is necessary to correct for errors introduced by
the optical transmitter and fiber degradation.

(8]
Specifications for the system are given in Table 3.

S

New de-ices, such as the HFBR series of low-cost opti
cal devices, are finding use in modest cost versos performance
systems. As the fiber-optic technology matures, higher per
formance and cost-effective devices will make analog data
transmission a mote attractive alternative to transmission over
metallic conductors.

Table 3. Low Cost Analog Optica] Link

SPECIFICATIONS:
ANALOG SIGNAL RANGE = 0 . S V OUT
Ay = - 2
( „ = 250 nS
t = 250 nS
NOISE = 800 <lV RMS
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DYNAMIC RANGE » 6250 : 1 FOR S/N = 1
LINEARITY = ±1 FROM 10 mV TO t V
TEMPERATURE STABILITY = 0.1%/'C + 10°C TO + 50"C
COST = SITS/CHANNEL (IMC)
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CONCLUSION
Three analog optical links have been designed and toted at
SLAC. The dynamic range of the Iraki, up to 50,000: 1, is not
limited by the optic*) component performance. It ia ultimately
limited, however, by the optical receiver preunpBBer none.
Linearity can be improved, at tin expense of dynamic range,
by the use of optical feedback in the transniissian aystem. The
low-cost link hat been chosen for ute at the SLD. Thi> b mainly
due to the reduced dynamic range requirement brought about
by the LAC dual-ranging scheme.
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